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MARRIAGE AND DIVORCE.

Canons Repealed by the General Convention.

The rejection of the proposed marriage and divorce canons by the General Convention of the Episcopal Church is a matter of great interest to the lay public. It is significant that this action was taken by the church, in driving "people from the communion," as excluded them from marriage by an operation for a whole generation.
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It cannot be denied that the clothing business of Chester is in the hands of Walter Wylie and Company. The most permanent, stylish and well done suits are those made by Wylie. Every suit that leaves his establishment is a small masterpiece. A savings to the lowly, a joy. Fall Suits.

SHOES FOR ALL
Good School Shoes are expensive. Your children will throw them away today if you buy them here. We don't sell trash. The “Wardrobe” shoes for Ladies are quite correct for any season. We have the correct feet at this following price. $5.00, $6.00 and $7.00. The old style are remembered. Buy the Pleasant and Full Lined Shoes we have for you. No theatre will buy new. They possess you. See our “Artistic” Shoe for men at $5.00 stand grade you buy three at $6.00.

Housekeepers, Attention
If you are in Ginger Bay, Art Squares, Pencils, Last Curtains, be in your Residence, call on us. The practical interest by seeing your Ladies’ Work and Sewing Machines before buying. Very truly.

S. M. JONES & CO. TAILORING
May lack the dignity of art but there is a respect resulting from it that is worth gaining. The Tailor may not make the woman, but his perfect work adds to her pleasure of living. Fine cloaks may not make fine ladies but they make well dressed ones. Our Cloaks are perfect specimens of fine tailoring and our customers are known and recognized as the best dressed people in town and surrounding country.

Colvin’s Millinery Opening!


Dress Goods!

Our stock of DRESS GOODS and THRASHERS is the best to be found in the City and at popular prices.

Shoes! Shoes!

The best assorted stock we have ever shown and at ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. Look out for our new fall.

Your's truly, COLVIN & CO.

At the LANTERN OFFICE